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AB3TRACT

The crystal stru~ture of B C at -20 atom% carbon Is reported,
aThe space group is R 3m, hexago al cell lattice constants are

a=606039(4)A, c_12.0786(14)A, v_10Q.SOA3, z-g, u(~o~)@.05 ~-io
The excess carbon above the stolchiometric coapositlon of B C
replaces up to 1/6 of the boron in the rhonboheJral boron a~~e2(B2).
The results of this refinement are reported and compared with ear-
lier results reported on lower carbon samples. Evidence is that the
icomhedron is essentially ~ure boron at and below carbon conpoai-
tions of 13.3 a%.

INTRODUCTION

The boron rich phaae in the boron-carbon phaae diagram tradi-
tionally known as B C has been the subject of ●uch controversy and

$considerable resear h effort in the paat 4f or so years. The basic
structure wan reported by Clarke and Honrd

‘n ‘he W3!14::”haveSince then it hati been examined by a number of workers
essentially only refined the structure. The ori inal structure was
wrong in one mall detnil which Hoard md Hughes 8 noted in a review
article on the ●aterial in 1967. Previously unreported work by
Larson and Cromer has since shown that these comments were correct
and that the composition for of the completely ordered phase is
B C , i.e., (B )(CBC).

‘3 *Theoretica]9 calculations indicate that the B icoaahedron III
electron deflclent and needs two additional slectr~~a for stability.
These electrons can be acquired by placing a single carhm atom in
the Icosahedron or by transfer of electrons from donor atoas, It
may be of interest that the carbon rich boundary of this phase is at
20 atom% carbon or at (B C)(C B).

The r~eults of a co~~lete2conventional refineme~~t of ttre Larson
and (!romr data are presante

4
here. These remlto are comp req9nlth thosf, published by Yakel and by Kirfel, Oupta and Will ,

BXPERIN8NTAL

The diffraction data were collected on a fully automatad Picker
four circle dlffrectometer, The lattice conetantm were obta,lned by
leaot-squares tdflnement of the ●ettlng anglea for 12 reflections in
the 20 range 60-125 degree.. Thmao reflections were chooan to
incure that all reglona of reciprocal space were represented, All
reflectlona with h>-O were menaured with MOKUto ● S. llnit of 130
degrees, A total of 3788 reflectlonm were ●eaaured, which, when
averat!ed over space group equivalent reflections, yleldod 740 unlqua
reflectlona in the data ●et, The R-factor for this averafyIng was
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TABLE 11 Atomic positions as a function of ●inima sin*o/X2.

~(nin) 160boR Ru x(B1) z(B1) x(B2) Z(IB2) z(c)
------ ------------ ------ -----_ ------ ------ _______________ ------ ---.-
0.000 649 2.2 3.0 16302(4) 64146(3) 22S8S(4] 78037(3) 61851(5)
0.300 674 1.5 1.7 16296(2) 64142(1) 22678(2) 78042(1) 81843(2)
0.400 539 1.6 1.7 18298(~) 64143(2) 22S78(2) 78040(1) 61841(2)
0.500 510 1.5 1.7 16297(2] 6414S(1) 22579(2) 78039(2) 81843(2)
0.700 429 1.4 1.5 16298(2] 84145(1) 22582(2) 78036(2) 61844(2)
N-pole 899 1.1 2.0 16293(2) 64142(2) 22574(2) 78042(2) 61843(9)

TABLE 111 Temperature factors as a function of ●inimum sin2e/A2.

B1 B2
SQ Ull U33 U12 U13 Ull U33 U12 U13
--- --- - - - - - --- - -- - --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ---------- - - ----- - - ----- ------
0.00 417(8) 562(10) 212(8) -4(4) 462(8) 581(11) 218(8) -4(4)
0,30 414(4) 561(5) 211(3) -7(2) 461(4) 575(5) 219(4) -6(2)
0.40 410(4) 560(5) 209(3) -6(2) 458(4) 572(5) 218(4) -4(2)
0.50 412(4) 560(8) 211(3) -5(2) 459(4) 574(5) 219(4) -4(2)
0670 418(4) 572(5) 215(3) -6(1) 466(4) 587(5) 222(4) -2[1)
M-pole 405(4) 561(C) 210(4) -7(2) 467(6) 570(7) 227{5) -l(2)

c B3
S(J Ull U33 Ull U33
---— ---------- ------ --------- ------- ------ ____________ ------ ------- -
0.00 413(9) 659(15) 870(20) 730(29)
0.30 405(4) 654(7) 872(9) 668(12)
0.40 402(4) 648(7) 864(9) 660~12)
0.50 401(4) 649(7] 859(9) 659(12)
0.70 411(5) 633(6) 657(8) 631(11)
U-pole 400(5) 645(9) 687(11) 640(17)

TABLE IV Interatomic distances ae funatlon of 81n20/X2.
.——— ——— .——

Bond 0.00 0,30
—.-—

0% 0.50 0.70 M-pole
______________________________________________________ _____ - --- _.._-._
B1-B1 1.7818(4) 1.7626(2) 1.7625(2) 1,7824(2) 1,7622(2) 1,7628(2)
B1-n2 1.7853(5) 1,7862(3) 1,7859(3) 1.7857(9) 1.7853(3) 1.7862(3)
B1-B2’ 1,7997(4) 1.8003(2) 1.8002(2) 1.8001(2) 1.7998(2) 1,8008(2)
B2-B2° 1.8069[7) 1.8082(3) 1.8082(3) 1,8080(3) 1.8075(3) 1,8087(3)

B~-li8’” 1.7196(8) 1.7178(4) 1.7181(3) 1.7165(4) 1,7194(4) 1.7173(4)
B1-C 1.6064(4) 1.6059(2) 1.6080(2) 1,6060(2) l,60til(2) S,6056(2)
C-B3 1.4314(0) 1.4304(3) 1.4303(3) 1,4305(3) 1,4308(3) 1,4305(4)



TABLE I B.{perimental details of ths data collection.

Formula B C E (B C)[CBC) Space Group R ~

~hex 5?6039(4\A ~hex 12.0786(14)A

“rhonb 5.1651(~)A rhomb 6b.71 deg.

M
109. 50A

‘hex
3

u ha) 0.0518 u-g

1.7 %.
-!

No absorption correction wata applied since u[140Ka) is 0.05
mm . A list of the relevant crystallographic data 19 given In
Table I.

Since we have a large amount of ‘high angle’ data, refinements
in which increasing amounts of the ‘low angle’

‘ata ‘ere ‘Xcludefwere carried out, This was done in increments of 0.1 in sin O/h .
Figure 1 shows the Rifactors

out to ain2e/1 = 1.2.—-- - ..—.—.
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and goodneea-of-fit for these refine-
Refinements of the full datu set

10

SIN’ f?/h’

PI(3. 1.
‘-factor’ and ‘0!dne8a-of-flt as function of ●in o/A .

respectively as the carbon content

which included secondary extinc-
tion all Indicated a small
negative value for this variable
and were abandoned as an explana-
tion of the low angle datn
discrepancy. Thus one ●ust
assume this discrepancy to be due
to non-sphe~ical ato~ic scatter-
ing factors or bonding efferts.

Least-squarea refinements of
the full data set included the
atomic apecie~ in the B2 alte as
a variable and they show this
site to be 0.141(13) carbon.
Multipole refino ents ualng the

!model of Stewart including
hoxadecapo]e tarns (59 variables)
on this data set and a almilar
one obtalnad from Don Colline at
Texas AM Unlverslty gave
0.175(81) and 0.143(17)
of this site. These refinements

gave final R-factors of O. 17 and 0.080 with weighted R’s of O.0~0
!and 0.014 wbert ~(w(Fo-kFc) ) wae mlnimixed for data with l/u(l]>3.O

and weights bamed on counting statistics. The atomic positions,
thernral paramete~a and interatomic diotances obtained In some of
these refinements are given in table. 11, 111 and lV.

D18CUSSION

Perhaprr the biggest unan~werod question concern~l,~ boron
carbide in the nature the uectranimm by which this ●tructuro can
accommodate such a large range of carbon oompoaltlons ●nd ●till not
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TABLEV Bond lengths as a function of Carbon content.

Bond -+@ 13.3 a% 20 a%
Std. model MultiPole Std. model Multipole

------ ------------------ ------------ -----. ------ ------ ------ ---—----
B1-B1 1.781(1) 1.779(1) 1.773(1) 1.762(0) 1.762(0)
B1-B2 1.802(1) 1.797(1) 1.793(2) 1.786(1) 1.787(0)
B1-B2’ 1.&05(l) 1.806(1) 1.803(2) 1.800(0) 1.802(0)
B2-B21’ 1.822(1) 1.821(1) 1.824(1) 1.807(1) 1.808(0)

B2-B2’” 1.744(2) 1.732(1) 1.735(1) 1.719(1) 1.715(1)
B1-C 1.832(1) 1.617(1) 1.617(1) 1.606(0) 1.606(0)
C-B3 1.438(1) 1.429($3) 1.438(3) 1.431(1) 1.433(1)

have any interstitial atoms, No evidence for any such atoms exists
in my of the structure determlnationa that have been carried out.
Table V gives bond lengths as a function of carbon composltlo
the CBC chain and the B C icosahedron. The work of Yake13 ;;;
shown that for composit]&# fi{~low 13.3 a% (B C ) there Is a mb-
stitutlonal disorder at the CIBCsite in whic~3the chain is replaced
by a cluster of boron atom. At the high carbon phaae boundary it
has been assumed and 1s shown by this work that a carbon atom re-
places randomly 1/6 of the boron Jn the rhombohedral boron(B2) mite.
The theorists tell us that th18 icosahedron is unstable if pure
boron. The evidence of the interatomic distances given in Table V
1s that the icosahedron expanda as the carbon content decreases to
13,3% and then remains eseentlally stable au ●ore boron io edded.
Other evidence indicates that below 13.3 a% C a second ●echanlam for
increasing the boron con ent takes over,

i
In particular, the work of

Bouchacourt and Thevenot which established the phnoe boundaries
alrno shows a discontinuity in the lattice constant oxpanslon at 13.3
a% c.
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